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Abstract
This study is designed to investigative English morphemes and the
order of acquisition of these morphemes by children learning English
as their first language. In particular, it examines and describes the
acquisition of English articles the and a. The data used for analysis are
downloaded from CHILDES. It analyzes the speech of Eve, one of the
subjects of Brown (1963). The study reveals, among others, that
English articles' acquisition is gradual and fluctuates.
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1. Introduction
Zalewski (1993, 691) reported that some researchers argue that errors in morphology
do not affect comprehension. However, the researcher noticed that these errors could
frustra te lea rners and have bad effects on their learning process. Zalewski (ibid,
698-699) emphasized that
communication. "

"every language featu re is potentially im portant to

We should study these errors because they are committed a

lot by lea rners. Brown (1973: 260-262) stated that errors in the use of the third
person singula r morphemes "constitute partially distinct learning problems. " Also,
Brown stressed the fact that "several grammatical processes are lumped together
u nder pl u rals." The acquisition of

English grammatical morphemes by first language

lea rners has attracted the attention of many linguists.
Researchers devoted much of their work to prove that lea rners acquire

English

gram matical morphemes in almost the same order. Brow n (1973, 274) discussed the
acquisition order of fou rteen morphemes. Brown concluded that there is a natural order
of morpheme acquisition by lea rners. For example, the English articles ran ked six and
the third person singula r present morpheme ranked ten. Inspired and helped by Brow n,
Berko (1958, 150-171) studied the use of English morphemes .
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The researcher concluded
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that boys and girls performed eq ually in the
researchers

use

of

morphemes

although some

reported that girls usually do better in the use of mo rphemes. According

to Berko, t his is not t rue. A q uestion that has been under investigation by researchers is
when we know tha t a child has acquired a specific morpheme. Berko (ibid: 150) stated
that a child acq uires-a mo rpheme if he/she is able to use it correctly. However , Berko did
not give mo re explanation about a specific a g e or percentage of the correct use that
marks acq uisition. Brow n (q uoted in Tager-Fl usberg, 1997, 178-179) poi nted out tha t a
morpheme

is acquired when

it is used or supplied

appropriately

in 90°/o of 'the

obligatory contexts" i n spontaneous speech.
Most of the stud ies about the acquisition of articles a n d o t h e r morphemes focused
mostly on its acq uisition as a second la nguage. It

seems to me that the stud y of

a rticles has not recently att racted the attention of first la nguage researchers. Most
of the stud ies are old (Ch ristopherson, 1939; Hewson, 1972, Krasmy, 1972). Zehler
and Brewer (1982, 1268-1274) shed ligh t on the seq uence and principles of the English
a articles use. They examined data from both ad ults and 2-3 years child ren. Their study
revealed, among others, tha t child ren have a tendency to overuse the definite article
the after the acquisition of both the definite and indefinite articles. Tager- Flusberg
(1997, 178-180) discussed Brown's explanation of the order of English morphemes. Brown
pointed out that despite the fact that articles are the most frequent used morpheme
in the spon ta neous speech of pa rents, the articles are not among the first acquired
morphemes.
This study proceeds as follows: Section 2 states the objectives of the study. Section 3
discusses data elicitation w hereas section 4 deals with the results and discussion.
Conclusions are in section 5.

2. Objectives
This study examines the acquisition of articles. In particular, it aims to:
1. Describe the use of both the definite and definite English articles by two year old
child ren.
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2. Answer the question: Which article is acquired first: the definite or the indefinite?

3. Data Elicitation and the Subject
The data are transcripts of an hour of the sponta neous production which were elicited
by making a spontaneous comm unication between

adults and a child called Eve. For

the purpose of this study, the speech of Eve, one of Brown 's subjects, was downloaded
from the CHILDES website. The researcher examined the data recorded w hen she was
exactly 2 years old. Her speech was read ca refully to locate those utterances or sentences
in which the articles were used. These uses were calculated and analyzed.

4. Results and Discussions
The findings of this study a re obtained from data downloaded from CHILDES.
Pa rticularly, the findings are based on the analysis of the sponta neous speech of Eve
who is 2 years old. The number of occurrences of articles ( the, a and an) in the recorded
data is 72 times. However, this nu mber does not include the 24 occurrences which
Eve should have used them, but she chose not to.

Th us we can claim that the overall num ber of a rticle occurrences in the data is 96. Table
1 shows t h e number of the correct occurrences of each a rticle.

Table .1 Number of articles occurrences in Eve's speech
The indefinite

The i ndefinite

The definite

article a

article an

article the

2

23

No. of occurrences 47

Table 2 shows the n umber of occu rrences in w hich Eve missed the use of article (null
use).
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Ta ble .2 The number of null use of articles in Eve 's speech

No. of occurrences

The indefinite

The i ndefinite

The definite

article a

article an

article the

8

1

15

Discussing the data in depth, the researcher found that the su bject (Eve) used the
articles appropriately in 75% of their obligatory con texts. Th is leaves us with 25% for
the none use of a rticles. Ta king in consideration that these data were elicited w hen Eve
was 2 years old ,

this finding seems to be reasonable. According to means length

u tterance or MLU ( Tager-Fl usberg, 1997) she was at the end of

stage 1 and the

beginning of stage 2 of her syn tactical and morphological development. Th us Eve was
moving from the telegraphic stage which ma rks stage 1 to the use of inflection and
morphemes which signals stage 2. Eve's 75% means that she is al most near the 90%
which Brown stated as a criterion to judge the acq uisition of a morpheme.

Going more in depth with these results stated in the tables above, we can reveal
more in teresti ng findings. Exa mi ning each article alone (I will not d iscuss an as its
occurrences are not indicative), would suggest that:
1. The article a shou ld have occurred 55 times. The appropriate use of a is 47 times
whereas it is missing i n 8 times. Th is indicates that it was used correctly i n 85.4°/o
of the overall use of a.
2. The article the should have occu r red in 38 times. Th e correct use of the is 23 times.
W hile it is missing in 15 times. This means that the a rticle the is used cor rectly
60.5°/o of the ove rall use of the.

There is a question that arises in trying to u nderstand these percentages: what do
these percentages tell us? Investigating them would suggest that there is an internal
order of acq uisition within the acquisition of each morpheme. This is reflected
through the higher percentage of the correct use of a. This doesn't mean that the
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is not acq ui red rather tha n the a rticle a is acq ui red faster first.

The data reveal that even if Eve was corrected by the examiner or her mother, she
would repeat some sentences without paying attention to the correct use of a rticles
as in the following extract:

*CHI:

where big round cook?

*MOT:

you be real good # .

*MOT:

is that what you say ?

*CH I:

big round cook ./+ RES]

*MOT:

oh the big round cook.

*MOT:

no # that's not the big round cook .

*CH I:

where big round cook?

As can be noted, Eve used n ull article where an article is needed. Although of the mother
correction, Eve insisted on repeating the sentence with n ull article.
Studying more data, on the other hand, reveals that Eve may use an article appropriately.
Nevertheless, she may miss its use when repeating the same sentence as can be inferred
from the following extract:

*CHI:
*COL:
*CHI:
*MOT:

/ making [ / ] making a house building .
you're making what ?
I making house building ./+ RES/
oh # a house building ?
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These findings indicate that acquisition of articles is not a clear-cut one. Although articles are acquired
by Eve, their appearance is fluctuate. In the extract, Eve could use the correct article in the correct
position. However, since she has not acquired this morpheme completely yet, she misused it when
repeating the same sentence.

5. Conclusion
As it has been shown by findings discussed in section 4, the study concludes tha t at the
age of two:
1. The correct use of articles is more than the incorrect one.
2. Children do not have a full acq uisition of articles.
3. Children acq uires the indefinite article a faster than the definite a rticle the
4. The acq uisition of articles- as in the c a s e of other English morphemes- is gradual.
5. The acq uisition of a rticles - as m the case of other English mo rphemes - fluctuates.
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